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THE DOC
Charlie Murphy: True Story
(working title) is a feature length documentary
film which tells the story of Charlie Murphy’s
journey - from growing up in some of the
roughest neighborhoods in Brooklyn,
surpassing racial inequalities, to reaching
Hollywood stardom.
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A tribute documentary combining untold personal stories from Charlie’s family,
friends and celebrity colleagues with the experience of raw uncut hilarious moments
from behind the scenes never before seen footage which channel Charlie’s pain into
laughter and gave birth to a new generation of Charlie’s comedic genius.
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OVERVIEW
Charles Quinton Murphy grew up in Brooklyn, NY and at the age
of 10 years old he endured the murder of his 27-year-old father. In
the years that followed he ran with a street gang, did time in jail,
served in the Navy where he faced his share of racism, sold
screenplays to Hollywood, and traveled the globe as head of
security for one of the most famous comedian and box office stars
ever – his younger brother, Eddie Murphy.
Charlie’s life changed after receiving a crucial piece of advice from
a seasoned stand-up comedian in his most desperate hour; and,
of course, his breakout sketches on Chappelle’s Show, which
allowed Charlie the opportunity to discover that, away from the
long shadow of his talented brother, Charlie, too, had the ability to
make people laugh.
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MY HUMOR CAME FROM
ANGER. YOU'D HAVE TO
ASK MY BROTHER WHERE
HIS CAME FROM.”
C H A R L I E

M U R P H Y
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FORMAT
The documentary will be narrated through Charlie Murphy’s archival
interviews, family stories, and those that knew Charlie best. We will
explore the most consequential moments in Charlie’s life as the
inspiration for his success and provide the framework for a film that
is both comedic biopic and rare family history. Our film team will
have access to over 20 hours of unseen archival footage as well as
candid raw interviews, rare comedy sketches, and personal photos
and video.
Comedy will be the thread that ties it all together as splices of
Charlie’s earlier stand-up acts are woven throughout the film with
interludes of famous comedians that had an effect on Charlie’s life.
The film will feature humorous and heartfelt moments from his
brother Eddie Murphy as well as close friends and colleagues such as
Dave Chappelle, Chris Rock, Martin Lawrence, George Lopez, Mike
Epps, DL Hughley, Bill Burr and many more.
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YOU NEED TO WITNESS
A MAN’S RESOLVE
BEFORE YOU CAN
CATEGORIZE HIM.”
C H A R L I E

M U R P H Y
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STORY STRUCTURE
ACT 1 – PAIN & LOVE
Charlie Murphy was born in 1959 to teenage parents Charles Edward Murphy and
Lillian Christine Murphy. Younger brother Eddie came along 2 years later in 1961.
During their pre-pubescent years, the Murphy Brothers lived in several of the
roughest areas of Brooklyn - Brownsville and Bushwick.
“In 1969, Eddie and I were playing outside when Mom came to the door and
called us upstairs. She sat us both down in the living room and said, “Your father
was killed last night.”
“Dealing with the news of Dad’s death the way I did, in that moment, has
definitely had its lasting effects on me. I think I didn’t cry enough. I didn’t let out
the pain or the anger or the grief. I held it all inside. No question, it damaged me!”
Charlie recounts moving to Roosevelt, Long Island and how the picket fences
were a facade of just how bad the neighborhood was. Feeling like no one was
pushing him to explore his potential, he discovered Centennial Park and started
hanging with the wrong crew - thieves and addicts.
“There was the night in Roosevelt, Long Island, when my ninth-grade classmate
pressed a pistol to my forehead, with every intention of killing me, and pulled the
trigger. The round misfired… I put myself in some tough situations growing up. It
was the life I chose.”
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Searching for his unknown spirituality at the time, Charlie became a member
of the Five Percent- Nation, a cultural movement founded in 1964 in Harlem by
a former member of the Nation of Islam. They provided him an opportunity for
him to feel good about himself. Charlie even unofficially changed his name to
‘Omar Allah.’ At that time, he also joined a street gang named the King
Pythons. He enjoyed the sense of fellowship, but it led Charlie to petty theft
and robbery. While riding with some friends in a taxi he decided to rob the cab
driver with a pistol. They fled from the cab, only to be arrested the next day. He
received probation, only to violate it in the third year which eventually led him
to Nassau County jail for 10 months.

“The scariest part about jail was that it
didn’t scare me. I was always the guy
trying to make everyone laugh, telling
jokes or making up poems about the
other inmates. Come to think of it, the
county lockup was my first real crack at
stand-up comedy.”
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ACT 2 – RACE, IDENTITY AND THE U.S. NAVY
“Right away, the military did three things for me: It saved me
from a lifestyle of drugs and violence that pointed me toward
oblivion, it gave me a purpose, and it made me feel I was a
part of something bigger than myself.”
Charlie, for the first time, felt that he had a purpose and was
doing everything in his power to explore this new journey in
the Navy. He qualified to become a thermodynamic engineer
which sounded very glamorous at the time, only to discover
that in layman’s terms he was a boiler technician.

“That wasn’t the last time the Navy would disappoint me—
far from it. I was about to learn that life aboard a ship is
hard, but being a black sailor in a white man’s Navy can
make your life a whole lot harder. Especially if, like me,
you’re the type of person who, when the bullshit starts
kicking in, you kick back”
“I remember the very first time I was able to sit down in
front of a television and watch Eddie on an episode of
Saturday Night Live. It was November 5, 1983, and the
sketch was James Brown’s Celebrity Hot Tub Party.”
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In the early years of Eddie’s success, he was asked to go down to South
Carolina to perform for United States Senator Strom Thurmond who was
known for standing up in congress to vote against the passing of the Civil
Rights Act. Eddie would show up on one condition, that Thurmond granted
Charlie an honorable discharge from the US Navy. When it came time to
perform, Thurmond was sick and Eddie never had to perform. The Senator
honored his word and Charlie was discharged back to New York to head up
Eddie Murphy’s security.

“What made working Eddie’s security fun
was that it was a tight group of eight of us
who all got along together and—for the
most part—kept Eddie, and ourselves, out
of serious trouble. It was like our crew had
been unleashed on America and the world.
The adjustment period from my military
lifestyle to this new reality took a long time.
I wasn’t just returning to civilian life; I had
been transported to another planet. I was
thrown into the world of celebrity, and it
was an enormous culture shock. I now had
full access to excess.”
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ACT 3 – THE BREAKTHROUGH
The year was 1984 and a lot had changed while Charlie was in the Navy.
Eddie was in his 5th and final year on SNL and the release of Beverly Hills
Cop grossed $200 million at the box office. This solidified Eddie’s fast and
furious rise to stardom. Searching for his own talent Charlie decided to dive
into writing. He took a three-day writing seminar and dove into reading
books on screenplays while engaging with different writers .
“After a lot of study and hard work in the art and process of screenwriting,I
took a crack at my first script. My first screenplay was titled The Peddler. I
wrote it on legal pads, then transcribed it on a manual typewriter. In 1986, I
sold it to Paramount Pictures for $150,000.”
Charlie had many interactions and stories with celebrities that most people
would never get the chance to meet. These would later become skits played
out by Dave Chappelle as Prince and Rick James on Chappelle’s Show.
These stories became comedic royalty in American pop culture.
On Rick James: “Things escalated to the point where, you know, my man
got too familiar and I’d ended up having to whoop his a*s, man, you know.
Because he would step across the line. Habitually. He’s a habitual line
stepper.”
Chappelle's Show gave Charlie the platform that later navigated him into
his stand-up career and the launch of his own path into the entertainment
business and world of comedy.
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The first time he “bombed” on stage, touring with Mike Epps
(“On The Edge”).

D.L. Hughley, Eddie Griffin and Cedric the Entertainer on the
Comedy Get Down Tour.

“I had allowed my ego to consume my natural instincts and
abilities to make people laugh. My career was in a tailspin and
my future as a stand-up comedian was very much in doubt.”

Traveling the world doing his stand-up he encountered many
different personalities, cultures, and experiences which
opened his mind even broader. In the documentary we will
feature never seen before behind the scenes archival footage
from the tour with personal stories from the comedians.

An important conversation with friend Martin Lawrence gave
Charlie the insight and push he needed to get back out on
stage, continue to shape his comedic craft and kept him from
quitting.
Charlie teams up with comedy legends George Lopez,

We tragically hear about Charlie’s diagnosis and his battle
with leukemia. Through all of these experiences, Charlie
Murphy stayed connected to family friends and loved ones by
blood, love, loss, triumph, and comedy.
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CELEBRITY APPEARANCES

DAVE CHAPPELLE

MARTIN LAWRENCE

EDDIE GRIFFIN

CEDRIC THE
ENTERTAINER

ARSENIO HALL

D. L. HUGHLEY

BILL BURR

GEORGE LOPEZ

CHRIS ROCK

MIKE EPPS
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FILMMAKERS

ONE9

One9 is an Emmy-nominated director and executive producer
whose client list includes Google, BBC, AMC, A&E, PBS, Showtime
and Apple. One9 made his directorial debut with the critically
acclaimed feature film ‘Nas: Time is Illmatic’ which was selected
to premiere as the opening night film in the 2014 Tribeca Film
Festival and has since toured the film internationally. In 2017 One9
produced a documentary on Race in America with PBS called ‘The
Talk’ and co-executive
produced and directed the Emmy
nominated documentary film ‘L.A Burning: The Riots 25 Years
Later’ with the late John Singleton. In 2019 One9 co-executive
produced and directed a 6-part series with Jigsaw
Productions/Alex Gibney and QuestLove called Hip Hop: Songs
that Shook America which aired on AMC Networks.

GEORGE LOPEZ

George Lopez’s multifaceted career encompasses television, film,
stand-up comedy and late- night television. In addition to
hosting his eponymous late-night show, Lopez produced and
starred in multiple award-winning sitcoms, and appeared in
numerous major motion pictures. Perhaps most notably, Lopez
co-created,
wrote,
produced
and
starred
in
ABC’s
groundbreaking hit sitcom George Lopez, which ran for six
seasons. In 2006, Lopez received a star on the Hollywood Walk of
Fame and he was named to Time Magazine’s list of the 25 Most
Influential Hispanics in the United States. The Harris Poll named
him one of the Top Ten Favorite Television Personalities. There is
very little that Lopez has not accomplished in media.
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RICHARD MURPHY

As a former ICM agent, the success of Charlie Murphy’s career
was led by Richard Murphy’s heavy negotiating skills which
landed Charlie his major television and film deals. Murphy has
also handled the careers of global artists including Ashanti and
Faith Evans. Murphy has served on the production teams of
blockbuster films such as “Distinguished Gentleman” and the
video “I was King,” featuring Eddie Murphy. As an Executive
Producer, Murphy produced Charlie Murphy’s “I Will Not
Apologize” stand-up comedy DVD and Crash Comedy webisodes
on Sony Picture Entertainment. The success of Charlie Murphy’s
career was led by Richard Murphy’s heavy negotiating skills
which landed Charlie his major television and film deals.

SALVADOR VASQUEZ

Salvador Vasquez started his career over a decade ago under
the mentorship of legendary producer Jonathan D. Krane.
After collaborating on multiple film projects together,
including the feature film “Father of Invention,” Vasquez made
the move to join Fremantle Media. Vasquez is best known for
his producing work on “Celebrity Family Feud” and “To Tell
The Truth,” along with being the catalyst and executive
producer in the reboot of Discovery Channel’s hit series
“American Chopper.” With his extensive experience working
with both network and cable, Vasquez brings his proven track
record and knowledge of creating and developing original
show formats, while partnering these formats with A-List
talent.
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LET ’EM KNOW
WHAT WE DID!”
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